FRIENDS CHRISTIAN PRESCHOOL
Junior Kindergarten Program
Typical Class Schedule – Mountain View Campus
SEPTEMBER 2018
9:00 - 9:15

Circle Time (attendance, calendar and weather activities, flag and
Bible salutes, sharing)

9:15 - 9:30

Bible Time (Bible story, memory work, singing)

9:30 - 10:00

Playground

10:00 - 10:30

Bathroom Break, Prayer & Snack Time

10:30 - 11:00

Language Development Country Unit, Science or Cooking

11:00 - 11:30

Art, Creative Learning

11:30 - 12:00

STEM

12:00 - 12:30

Lunch

12:30 - 1:00

Dramatic Play Centers, Math or STEM Centers, Share-Language
Development

1:00

Dismissed

***********************************************************************************
EXTENDED CARE
1:00 – 2:30
Bathroom & Rest Time
2:30 – 3:00

Snack & Bathroom

3:00 – 4:00

Bathroom & Indoor/Outdoor Activities, Movie
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JUNIOR KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
ACSI Bible Curriculum
June 2018
September

#1
#2
#3
#4

Creation
Adam & Eve
Noah
Abraham

October

#5
#6
#7
#8

Young Isaac
Joseph
Moses
Samson

November

#9
#10
#11
#13

Young Samuel
Samuel Anoints 2 Kings
David and Goliath
Thanksgiving

December

#17
#17
#17

The Promised Savior
Angels Bring Good News
The Greatest Gift – Jesus is Born

January

#12
#14
#15
#16

David and Jonathan
King David and Mephibosheth
Esther
Fiery Furnace

February

#18
#19
#20
#21

Daniel in the Lion’s Den
Jonah
John and Jesus Fulfill Prophecy
John the Baptist

March

#22
#23
#24
#25

Jesus and the Disciples
Jesus Calms a Storm
Jesus is the Good Shepherd
Parable of the Sower

April

#26
#29
#29
#27

The Good Samaritan
The Last Week
Easter
The 10 Lepers

May

#28
#30
#31
#32

Jesus and the Children
Lazarus
Zacchaeus
Peter is Rescued
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June

#33
#34

Paul and Silas
Paul is Shipwrecked

JUNIOR KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
Curriculum Materials
(June 2018)
BIBLE
ACSI God and Me Kindergarten Curriculum
The Beginners Bible
31 Daily Devotions – Kindness, Brighton Books
Jesus A-Z, Yvonne Riley
A Faith to Grow On, John MacArthur
Fruit of the Spirit for Kids, Freemon, Smith LLC
365 Daily Devotions, Freemon, Smith LLC
801 Questions Kids Ask About God, Focus on the Family
31 Daily Devotions, Forgiveness, Brighton Books
LANGUAGE / PHONICS / LETTER RECOGNITION
I Know How to Count and Write, ACSI Publication
I Know Letters and Sounds, ACSI Publication
Alphatales
Heidi Songs, Mike Cravens
Bob Books
SOCIAL / MANNERS
My Friends and Me, American Guidance Kit
HEALTH / NUTRITION
Food Early Choices
SCIENCE
Apples, Bubbles, Crystals Your Science ABC’s, McGraw-Hill
MATH
Lakeshore
I Know How to Count and Write, ACSI Publication
Heidi Songs, Mike Cravens
ARTS / CRAFTS
Mailbox Magazine
The Best Holiday Crafts Ever, Kathy Ross
Crafts for All Seasons, Kathy Ross
The Big Book of Christian Crafts
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JUNIOR KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
Monthly Themes and Weekly Unit Studies
September 2018
AUGUST

Welcome to Junior Kindergarten

SEPTEMBER

Feelings/Golden Rule
Fruit of the Spirit
Creation
Solar System
American Flag/ Pledge of Allegiance
France
Letters: Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd
Numbers: 0, 1, 2, 3

OCTOBER

Spiders/ Arachnids
Fall/ Harvest
Pumpkins
Nocturnal Animals
Germany
Letters: Ee, Ff, Gg, Hh
Numbers: 4, 5, 6, 7

NOVEMBER

Elections/ Voting/ Veterans
Pilgrims/ Native Americans
Thanksgiving
South Africa
Letters: Ii, Jj, Kk
Numbers: 8, 9, 10

DECEMBER

Promised Savior
Angels bring Good News
The Greatest Gift/ Jesus is Born
Sweden

JANUARY

Winter
Snow
Martin Luther King Jr.
Arctic Animals
Canada
Letters: Ll, Mm, Nn, Oo
Numbers: 11, 12, 13, 14

FEBRUARY

Groundhog Day/ Hibernation
Valentines
Presidents/Freedom
Community Helpers
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China
Letters: Pp, Qq, Rr, Ss
Numbers: 15, 16, 17, 18
MARCH

Love of Literature
St. Patrick
Palm Sunday/ Good Friday
Easter
Ireland
Letters: Tt, Uu, Vv, Ww
Numbers: 19, 20

APRIL

God’s Garden
Insects
Weather
Isreal
Letters: Xx, Yy, Zz
Numbers: Review 1-20

MAY

Mothers are Marvelous
My Body
Rainforest
Family Heritage
High Frequency Words
Mexico/ South America
Letters: Review A-Z

JUNE

Dads are Dynamite
Sea Life
High Frequency Words
America USA

JUNIOR KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
Key Concepts
September 2018

AUGUST

Memory Verse:
Character Trait:

SEPTEMBER

Letters:
Numbers:
Memory Verse:
Character Trait:

“I will listen to what God the Lord says”
Psalms 85:8a
Obedience
A, B, C, D
0, 1, 2, 3
“In the beginning God created heavens and earth”
Genesis 1:1
Faith
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OCTOBER

Bible Stories:

Adam and Eve, Noah, Abraham and Issac, Young
Joseph

Letters:
Numbers:
Memory Verse:

E, F, G, H,
4, 5, 6, 7
“And we know that in all things God works for the good
of those who love Him.” Romans 8:28a
Perseverance
Joseph, Baby Moses, Moses, Young Samuel, Samuel
Anoints 2 Kings

Character Trait:
Bible Stories:

NOVEMBER

Letters:
Numbers:
Memory Verses:
Character Traits:
Bible Stories:

DECEMBER

Memory Verse:

Character Trait:
Bible Stories:

I, J, K,
8, 9, 10
“Praise the Lord. Give Thanks to the Lord, for He is
good; his love endures forever. Psalm 106:1
Thankfulness
David and Goliath, David and Jonathan, David and
Mephibosheth, Psalms of Thanksgiving
“For God so loved the world that He gave his only son,
that whoever believes in Him shall not parish, but have
external life.” John 3:16
Joyfulness
The Promised Savior, Angles Bring Good News, The
Greatest Gift-Jesus is Born

JANUARY

Letters:
Numbers:
Memory Verses:
Character Traits:
Bible Stories:

L, M, N, O
11, 12, 13, 14
Psalms 100
Kindness
John & Jesus Fulfill Prophecy, Jesus chooses Helpers,
Jesus calms the storm, Jesus heals the Helper

FEBRUARY

Letters:
Numbers:
Memory Verses:

P, Q, R, S
15, 16, 17, 18
“Dear Friends, since God so loves us that much, we
surely ought to love each other.” 1John4:11
Love
Parables, Jesus is the good Shepherd, The Sower and
the seed, The Good Samaritan

Character Traits:
Bible Stories:

MARCH

Letters:
Numbers:
Memory Verses:
Character Trait:
Bible Stories:

T, U, V, W
19, 20
“He is not here; He has risen, just as he said.” Matthew
28:6
Mercy
Jesus loves the Children, Palm Sunday, The Empty
Tomb, Jesus is Alive/Ascension
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APRIL

Letters:
Numbers:
Memory Verses:
Character Trait:
Bible Stories:

MAY

Letters:
Numbers:
Memory Verses:
Character Trait:
Bible Theme:

JUNE

Letters:
Numbers:
Memory Verse:
Character Trait:
Bible Theme:

X, Y, Z
Review 1-20
“Not by might nor by power, but by Spirit.” Says the Lord
Almighty. Zechariah 4:6
Courage
Esther, Jonah, Fiery Furnace, Daniel and the Lions Den
High Frequency Words & Review A-Z
Review 0-20
“So do not fear for I am with you, do not be dismayed, for
I am your God.” Isaiah 41:10a
Hope
Samson, Zacchaeus, Peter is Rescued, Singing in
Prison
High Frequency Words
Review 0-20
“Rejoice Always, pray continually, give thanks in all
circumstances.” 1Thessalonians 5:16-18
Contentment
Paul and Silas, Safe in a Shipwrecked

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
Engineer through the year monthly tram work , problem solving and engineering tasks.
•
Counting
•
Weighing
•
Sorting
•
Measuring
•
Graphs
•
Patterns
•
Simple addition and subtraction

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SCIENCE UNITS
Labs and Experiments
Forming a Hypothesis and testing the outcome
Soda Rocket
Galaxy Rocket & Galaxy Goo
Spiders Sense (Web)
Pumpkin Sink or Float
Primary color mixing
Magnets
Life of a Star
Growing Crystals
Properties of Water
Magnet Ice Skating
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STEM THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
Engage through the year monthly teamwork, problem solving and engineering tasks as
well as science labs and experiments forming Hypothesis and testing the outcome.
Included
will be the following:
•
Estimating
•
Counting
•
Weighing
•
Sorting
•
Measuring
•
Graphs
•
Patterns
•
Simple addition and subtraction
•
Hands on Observation
•
Insect Life Cycles
•
Body Lab
•
Weather Lab
•
Magnets
•
Simple Electricity

Expected Student Outcomes
Junior Kindergarten Program
The goals of the Junior Kindergarten program at Friends Christian School are to spiritually,
socially, emotionally, physically and cognitively prepare children for their coming years of formal
schooling. To develop, nurture and equip children to positively impact their world for Jesus
Christ. The preschool staff desires to work along side and support the families in our program.
The children in our Junior Kindergarten program will…

Spiritual (S)
Begin to understand that God is a loving God (1)
• Start to realize that there is only one God
• Begin to understand that God created everything
• Reinforce how God loves each one
• Emphasize that Jesus is God’s Son
• Begin to know that Jesus wants to initiate a personal relationship with each person
• Continue to gain an understanding of what Jesus did for them and why it is so important to
live a life that honors Him
• Become confident that Jesus loves them and is always with them
• See and hear God’s love for them through: Bible stories, action between teacher and
students, sharing God’s love, sharing our love, learning to be kind to each other, feeling
secure and valued and developing confidence in his/her ability to interact with others in
God’s world
• Hear the truth that Jesus died for our sins because He loves us
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•
•
•

Practice forgiveness of others as Jesus has forgiven us
Develop positive feelings about themselves, as God loves each one personally
Hear that God is watching over us and loves us at all times

Begin to understand the Bible is a special book (2)
• Realize the Bible is God’s true Word
• Become aware that the Bible is truth, fact not fantasy
• Hide God’s word in their heart through memorizing Bible verses
• See how the Bible helps us to have a relationship with God
• Exposure to Bible truths that teach character lessons and have real-life applications
relevant to today’s culture
• Reinforcement of Bible concepts through arts and crafts
• Sing Bible songs
• Exposure to different Bible Stories
• Begin to understand God talks to us through the Bible
Use prayer to express their thoughts and needs to God (3)
• Reinforce that prayer is talking to God
• Realize they can request His help to take care of them
• Reinforce that they can ask for His help in being kind and thoughtful to others
• Worship God through singing and attending weekly chapel services
• Use prayer to ask God for forgiveness
• Pray for the needs of others
• Begin to see that God answers prayers and to give Him praise
• Realize God hears our prayers
• See God as a loving and forgiving God
• Use prayer to express thoughts, dreams, and needs to God
Freely share about God, Jesus and the Bible with others (4)
• Talk about spiritual things as “real”
• Speak spontaneously about spiritual things
• Help others through the giving of a weekly offering
• Begin to understand that Jesus wants us to share with others about Him
• Listen to stories about Jesus and learn about Him and His personality, and desire to be His
best friend
• Begin to realize that some people don’t know about Jesus
Have a desire to attend church (5)
• Have a cultivated interest in learning about God, which causes the desire to know more
about Him
• Begin to see the church environment as welcoming and safe
Begin to understand that God created the world (6)
• Enjoy direct experiences with nature
• Begin to know that God wants each person to care for the world
• See God through creation
• Realize that they are all different and unique
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•
•
•

See that God created all things
Continue to learn about God and God’s world
Gain an understanding they are special creations of God

Enjoy the process of moving from curiosity to satisfaction in a project because God
delights in their work (7)
• Take pride in their own work
• Have positive attitudes about involvement in projects

Social/Emotional (S/E)
Enjoy and begin to initiate friendships with a variety of individuals (1)
• Develop friendships with those who may not be the same gender, race, or age, or have the
same ability
• Benefit from the inclusiveness of the emotional culture of the classroom, which celebrates
the gifts and talents of all members
• Become aware of family relationships and the importance of loving our families
• Realize the importance of obeying parents and teachers
• Exhibit positive interactions with other children and adults
• Respect the rights of others
• Begin to realize that we can all be friends
• Have moved from parallel play to interactive play
• Value relationships
• Begin to learn we are all important to each other
• Enjoy other children’s company
• Develop friendships with different children that they interact with
• Realize that they are loved and are safe and are cared for by God and their teacher
• Participate appropriately in classroom activities
• Demonstrate socially appropriate affection for teacher and friends
• Say “Thank you”, “Please”, and “Excuse me”
Begin to learn the art of sharing (2)
• Share their own ideas with friends and family
• Share toys or other items with friends and family
• Share time and attention of teachers and adults
• Begin to learn cooperation
Begin showing empathy and kindness (3)
• Show kindness to others
• Empathize with feelings of others, family members, and friends
Use language to express self, developing positive conflict resolution (4)
• Appropriately express both positive and negative emotions
• Observe teachers who use appropriate language expression
• Express needs and feelings verbally to teachers and peers without being aggressive
• Start to solve problems and feel confident with their own voice
• Continue to learn manners and apply them in all situations
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•
•
•

Demonstrate conversation skills such as listening and waiting for a turn to talk
Use language to express self
Begin to understand the importance of using their words in all situations

Develop self-confidence in self-initiated activities (5)
• Gain confidence through age-appropriate activities
• Have opportunities to share new skills with others
• Continue to master new skills through encouragement and direction from the teacher
• Demonstrate ability to complete simple task of personal needs: dressing self, clean their
own face and wipe nose
• Participate independently in using classroom materials
• Try and practice new things
• Demonstrate self-help skills (put blocks away, uses soap when washing hands)
• Build self-esteem through activities such as sharing and dramatic play
• Express ideas for activities and initiates discussions
• Participate in discussions with teacher and friends
• Acknowledge actions and accomplishments verbally and non-verbally
• Demonstrate self-direction
Be comfortable participating in group discussions (6)
• Enjoy and participate in child-to-child and child-to-adult interactions
• Communicate effectively using their words
• Be able to attend to other’s comments
• Exhibit pro-social behaviors
• Take turns and begin to learn patience
• Be able to enter into play when a group of children are already involved in play
• Engage in pretend play
• Play independently, in pairs and small groups
• Begin to understand the dynamics of conversation: speak when spoken to, not interrupting
other speakers
• Continue to develop good manners

Participate in group routines (7)
•
•
•
•

Engage in purposeful activity for most of the time while moving independently from one
activity to another
Use toys and materials with care and put them away when finished
Move through daily schedule and routines with ease
Transition from one activity to the other without exhibiting signs of stress

Exhibit attending and focusing skills (8)
• Demonstrate listening skills
• Respond to simple directions
Begin to exhibit self-control (9)
• Begin to understand and control their emotions
• Begin to act appropriately, whether or not they are directly interacting with an adult
• Be patient for assistance
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•
•
•
•
•

Willing to accept personal responsibility for their actions
Self govern by using knowledge of right and wrong
Use appropriate behavior in classroom as well as playground situations
Work on manners and importance of respect and following rules
Become aware of the concept of consequences for certain behaviors

Physical (P)
Acquire and refine the fundamental movements of balance, movement, touch, and
coordination. (1)
• Enjoy rhythm and movement
• Explore these fundamental movements through time, activities, and equipment that is
made available to them
• Actively pursue gross motor activity
• Demonstrate safe behaviors while using playground equipment and participating in
activities
• Continue to strengthen large motor skills by using outdoor objects that are provided (bikes,
swings, monkey bars, ladders)
• Participate in activities with and without props to increase their strength in regards to
gross/fine motor activity
• Use objects and props to demonstrate coordination and expand spatial and cognitive
learning (balls, hula-hoops, frisbees, balance beams)
• Continue to work on the growth of the large and fine motor skills through perception,
playground, music class and developmental classroom practices
Acquire and develop fine motor skills (2)
• Become acquainted with and have time to use the appropriate equipment and materials
that aid in this development
• Be able to cut, write, color, paint on their own having full confidence that they can do it by
themselves when encouraged
• Become fully acquainted with painting, scissors, drawing, stringing beads, etc
Recognize that their body is created by God and take special responsibility to care for it
(3)
• Recognize that God created their body
• Recognize that because their body is created by God, it takes special responsibility to care
for it
• Make healthy choices and through encouragement try new things
• Recognize that everyone is special to God, no matter what their physical differences are
• Reinforce health and nutrition
• Begin to understand health, hygiene and nutrition
• Make good food and activity choices
• Recognize their own space and those around them
• Begin to learn to care for their own physical needs such as putting on their own jacket and
being self sufficient in toileting skills
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Cognitive (C)
General:
Be able to engage with others in learning activities, including the ability to explore, create,
experiment, observe, plan, analyze, reason, investigate, and question. Initiate investigation as a
result of carefully observing their surroundings
Enjoy creative expression (1)
• Be encouraged to express creativity within their own multiple intelligences and are
provided the materials for this expression
• Be free to work with mediums that uniquely express the creative element for process art
• Begin to dictate stories
• Use imagination in dramatic center play
• Find creative solutions to problems that arise during center play
• Explore and experiment through different types of science and cooking projects
• Reinforce letter sounds with songs, rhymes, and various games
• Begin to work as a group to explore and learn
• Provide activities that enable children to engage with others in learning activities
• Verbally share stories or songs from their imagination or truth, allowing for recall
• Sing songs and tell stories
• Reinforce learning to work with friends in various activities and encourage one another
• Engage in problem solving activities such as puzzles, science, counting games, blocks and
cooking
• Reinforce colors, shapes and numbers through activities, books, and concept learning time

Numeracy:
Understand math vocabulary, concepts, and directed activities (2)
• Become aware that God created order and sequence in nature
• Begin to understand math vocabulary, concepts and directed activities (weighing, graphs,
patterns and measurement)
• Have appropriate counting, sorting, and comparison skills
• Work well with manipulatives to achieve an appropriate transition into formal schooling
• Introduce addition and subtraction basic concepts through age appropriate counting,
sorting and comparing
• Recognize and write numbers 0-20
• Count 0-100
• Demonstrate an understanding of number and numerical operations
o Spontaneously count for own purposes (counting blocks or cars, counting beads
while stringing them, handing out napkins)
• Develop knowledge of spatial concepts
o Identify basic shapes in the environment (circle, square, triangle, star, diamond)
• Begin to understand and separates objects according to various properties including size
o Classify objects by sorting them into subgroups by one or more attributes (sorting
counting various objects by color into trays, separating by individual size and shape
• Develop knowledge of sequence and temporal awareness
o Start and stop on a signal (freezing in position when the music stops)
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o Describe the sequence of the daily routine and demonstrates understanding of
basic temporal relations (“We will go outside after snack time.”)
Language and Literacy:
Become familiar with the importance and use of language in the environment (3)
• Develop an understanding of praying daily
• Hear and follow directions
• Listen to stories and answer questions regarding the story
• Participate in receptive language activities using literature as the foundational tool
• Continue to build language through books, fingerplays, music, playtime, sharing, etc
• Use language to express wants, needs, desires and troubles
• Express themselves through language throughout the day
• Ability to problem solve through using their words
• Reinforce memorization through repetition
• Have a desire to look at books with text and illustrations
• Engage in expressive language experiences that foster growth in language proficiency
• Begin to understand what it means to answer/speak in a complete sentence
• Use descriptive language through the activity of share days
• Listen while others are talking
• Begin to realize that letters or sounds put together equal words
• Continue working on Recognition of letters by sight and sound
• Begin to learn phonics
• Use language and imitate sounds and inflection to role play in dramatic play
• Speak before a group on share days
• Ask questions to obtain information
• Show interest, pleasure and enjoyment during listening activities by responding with eye
contact, facial expressions, etc
• Describe previous experiences and relate it to new experiences or ideas
Demonstrate prewriting and emergent reading skills (4)
• Be able to write their own name and some alphabet letters
• Second semester be able to write their last name
• Spontaneously choose to use writing instruments
• Begin to understand that print carries meaning
• Reinforce recognition of letters and their name in print
• Begin to recognize High Frequency words introduced
• Introduce eight basic color words
• Demonstrate the ability to handle a book correctly
• Exhibit reading-like behavior (pretend to read to self and others)
• Has the ability to retell a familiar story from a book
• Shows an understanding of story structure (characters, predicts outcomes, etc)
Be aware of different letter sounds (5)
• Begin to hear rhyming sounds in prominent words
• Become aware that each letter makes a sound
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Expected Outcomes for Families (F)
The mission of the preschool at Friends Christian School is to develop, nurture and equip
students to positively impact their world for Jesus Christ. Parents will…
Understand the Biblical role of parents and the family. We are committed to the growth
and development of the family. The preschool staff understands that we train and
educate young children on behalf of their parents, not in place of them. (1)
• Partner with the school in providing an enriched educational experience for their child
Understand the significance of continuing Christian education through elementary,
secondary and college years (2)
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